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The Cosmic Ray Positron Excess
§ In 2008, PAMELA reported a surprisingly large quantity of positrons in the 

cosmic ray spectrum, now confirmed with much greater precision by AMS
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Where Do The Excess Positrons Come From?
§ The main contribution to the positron flux was anticipated to be that 

generated by cosmic ray interactions with gas in the ISM, yielding 
positrons through charged pion decay (ie. “secondary” positrons); this 
cannot account for the observed positrons

§ Instead, three basic ideas have been proposed to account for the 
excess positrons:

1) Annihilating or decaying dark matter particles

2) The acceleration of secondary positrons within cosmic-ray 
sources (ie. supernova remnants)

3) Nearby primary sources of high-energy positrons (ie. pulsars)
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Cosmic Ray Positrons From Pulsars

DH, Blasi, Serpico, PRD, arXiv:0810.1527;
Yuksel, Kistler, PRL, arXiv:0810.2784

(see also Zhang, Cheng, A&A, 2001; Grimani, A&A, 2007)

§ Shortly after the PAMELA excess was reported, 
it was suggested that the positrons might 
originate from pulsars

§ Pulsars are rapidly spinning neutron stars, 
which gradually convert their rotational kinetic 
energy into radio, X-ray, and gamma-ray 
emission, and into e+e- pairs

§ Newly formed pulsars typically exhibit periods 
on the order of ~0.01-0.1 second, although 
most observed pulsars have higher periods 
(between ~0.1 and a few seconds)

§ The rate of a pulsar’s spin-down evolution (and 
power) depends on the strength of its magnetic 
field (which transfers rotational kinetic energy 
into radiation via magnetic dipole braking)
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Pulsars Emission Models
§ Considerable research activity has been directed toward understanding 

exactly how pulsars generate their observed emission
§ There are a number of basic elements that are found across a wide range 

of proposed models:
-Electrons are accelerated by the strong magnetic fields, somewhere in 
the magnetosphere (the location is model dependent) 

-These electrons then induce electromagnetic cascades through the 
emission of curvature radiation

-This results in the production of photons with energies above the 
threshold for pair production in the strong magnetic field

-These electrons and positrons then escape the magnetosphere 
through open field lines, or after reaching the pulsar wind

§ There is no consensus on what fraction of a pulsar’s power is likely to go 
into the production of energetic e+e- pairs

§ As high as ~20-30% of the energy budget? Or perhaps ~0.01%?
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Which Pulsars Contribute to the Positron Flux?

and Milagro leave us with little choice but to conclude that nearby pulsars are likely to be
the dominant source of the observed cosmic-ray positrons.

2 Inverse Compton Scattering of Very High-Energy Electrons and Positrons
Near Pulsars

The gamma-ray emission observed from Geminga and B0656+14 by HAWC and Milagro
is almost certainly generated through the inverse Compton scattering of very high-energy
leptons. The angular extension of this signal rules out other scenarios, with the possible
exception of pion production. A pion production origin, however, would require an unre-
alistically large quantity (>⇠ 1046 erg) of O(102) TeV protons to be confined to the region
surrounding Geminga for >⇠ 105 years. Such a scenario can also be constrained to some
degree by the lack of TeV neutrinos detected by the IceCube experiment [43].

To study the di↵usion and energy losses of electrons and positrons produced in nearby
pulsars, we utilize the standard propagation equation:
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where dne/dEe is the di↵erential number density of electrons/positrons at a distance r from
the pulsar, D is the di↵usion coe�cient, ~vc is the convection velocity, and the source term Q
describes the spectrum and time profile of electrons/positrons injected into the ISM. Energy
losses are dominated by a combination of inverse Compton and synchrotron losses, and are
given by [44]:
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The sum in this expression is carried out over the various components of the radiation back-
grounds, consisting of the cosmic microwave background (CMB), infrared emission (IR),
starlight (star), and ultraviolet emission (UV). Throughout our analysis, we adopt the follow-
ing parameters: ⇢

CMB
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Consider the standard cosmic-ray transport equation: 
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To solve Eq. 2.2, we calculate the distribution of the electrons and positrons that were
emitted a time t ago, and then sum the contributions produced over di↵erent periods of
time. Considering an injected spectrum of the form Q(Ee, t) = �(t)Q

0

E�↵ exp(�Ee/Ec), the
solution to Eq. 2.2 (neglecting convection) is given by:
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where E
0

⌘ Ee/(1 � Eebt) is the initial energy of an electron that has an energy of Ee after
a time t, and the di↵usion length scale is given by:
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In the last step we had adopted a parameterization of D(Ee) = D
0

E�
e for the di↵usion

coe�cient. Note that for Eebt > 1, there are no electrons/positrons of energy Ee and the
contribution to dne/dEe is set to zero.

To account for the time profile of the electrons and positrons injected from a given
pulsar, we adopt a function proportional to the spin-down power (the rate at which the
pulsar loses rotational kinetic energy through magnetic dipole braking) [45]:
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where B is the strength of the magnetic field at the surface of the neutron star, R is the
radius of the neutron star, and the rotational period evolves as follows:
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In Eqs. 2.9 and 2.11, we had adopted benchmark values for the neutron star’s magnetic field,
radius and mass, chosen to match Geminga’s observed period and its rate of change.

At energies within the range measured by MILAGRO and HAWC, inverse Compton
scattering yields photons with energies not very far below that of the incident electrons
and positrons, E� ⇠ Ee. Adopting this approximation, the angular profile of gamma rays
generated through Inverse Compton scattering is given by:
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and Milagro leave us with little choice but to conclude that nearby pulsars are likely to be
the dominant source of the observed cosmic-ray positrons.

2 Inverse Compton Scattering of Very High-Energy Electrons and Positrons
Near Pulsars

The gamma-ray emission observed from Geminga and B0656+14 by HAWC and Milagro
is almost certainly generated through the inverse Compton scattering of very high-energy
leptons. The angular extension of this signal rules out other scenarios, with the possible
exception of pion production. A pion production origin, however, would require an unre-
alistically large quantity (>⇠ 1046 erg) of O(102) TeV protons to be confined to the region
surrounding Geminga for >⇠ 105 years. Such a scenario can also be constrained to some
degree by the lack of TeV neutrinos detected by the IceCube experiment [43].

To study the di↵usion and energy losses of electrons and positrons produced in nearby
pulsars, we utilize the standard propagation equation:
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where dne/dEe is the di↵erential number density of electrons/positrons at a distance r from
the pulsar, D is the di↵usion coe�cient, ~vc is the convection velocity, and the source term Q
describes the spectrum and time profile of electrons/positrons injected into the ISM. Energy
losses are dominated by a combination of inverse Compton and synchrotron losses, and are
given by [44]:
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where �T is the Thomson cross section and
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The sum in this expression is carried out over the various components of the radiation back-
grounds, consisting of the cosmic microwave background (CMB), infrared emission (IR),
starlight (star), and ultraviolet emission (UV). Throughout our analysis, we adopt the follow-
ing parameters: ⇢

CMB

= 0.260 eV/cm3, ⇢
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Consider the standard cosmic-ray transport equation: 

Diffusion:

Energy Losses:
(ICS, Synchrotron)

Injection Spectrum:
(burst-like approximation)

To solve Eq. 2.2, we calculate the distribution of the electrons and positrons that were
emitted a time t ago, and then sum the contributions produced over di↵erent periods of
time. Considering an injected spectrum of the form Q(Ee, t) = �(t)Q

0

E�↵ exp(�Ee/Ec), the
solution to Eq. 2.2 (neglecting convection) is given by:
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where E
0

⌘ Ee/(1 � Eebt) is the initial energy of an electron that has an energy of Ee after
a time t, and the di↵usion length scale is given by:
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In the last step we had adopted a parameterization of D(Ee) = D
0

E�
e for the di↵usion

coe�cient. Note that for Eebt > 1, there are no electrons/positrons of energy Ee and the
contribution to dne/dEe is zero.

To account for the time profile of the electrons and positrons injected from a given
pulsar, we adopt a function proportional to the spin-down power (the rate at which the
pulsar loses rotational kinetic energy through magnetic dipole braking) [45]:
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where B is the strength of the magnetic field at the surface of the neutron star, R is the
radius of the neutron star, and the rotational period evolves as follows:
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In Eqs. 2.9 and 2.11, we had adopted benchmark values for the neutron star’s magnetic field,
radius and mass, chosen to match Geminga’s observed period and its rate of change.

At energies within the range measured by MILAGRO and HAWC, inverse Compton
scattering yields photons with energies not very far below that of the incident electrons
and positrons, E� ⇠ Ee. Adopting this approximation, the angular profile of gamma rays
generated through the Inverse Compton scattering is given by:
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Which Pulsars Contribute to the Positron Flux?
The solution to this equation is as follows:

where

The sources that make the maximum contribution to the local positron flux 
are those located at a distance of r~2.4 Ldif, which for ISM-like diffusion 
parameters yields:

r~2.4 Ldif ~ 100 

Conclusion: The pulsars which contribute most to the local positron 
flux are ~105 years old and are located at a distance of ~100 pc

To solve Eq. 2.2, we calculate the distribution of the electrons and positrons that were
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In the last step we had adopted a parameterization of D(Ee) = D
0

E�
e for the di↵usion

coe�cient. Note that for Eebt > 1, there are no electrons/positrons of energy Ee and the
contribution to dne/dEe is set to zero.

To account for the time profile of the electrons and positrons injected from a given
pulsar, we adopt a function proportional to the spin-down power (the rate at which the
pulsar loses rotational kinetic energy through magnetic dipole braking) [45]:
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where B is the strength of the magnetic field at the surface of the neutron star, R is the
radius of the neutron star, and the rotational period evolves as follows:
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In Eqs. 2.9 and 2.11, we had adopted benchmark values for the neutron star’s magnetic field,
radius and mass, chosen to match Geminga’s observed period and its rate of change.

At energies within the range measured by MILAGRO and HAWC, inverse Compton
scattering yields photons with energies not very far below that of the incident electrons
and positrons, E� ⇠ Ee. Adopting this approximation, the angular profile of gamma rays
generated through Inverse Compton scattering is given by:
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To solve Eq. 2.2, we calculate the distribution of the electrons and positrons that were
emitted a time t ago, and then sum the contributions produced over di↵erent periods of
time. Considering an injected spectrum of the form Q(Ee, t) = �(t)Q
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coe�cient. Note that for Eebt > 1, there are no electrons/positrons of energy Ee and the
contribution to dne/dEe is set to zero.

To account for the time profile of the electrons and positrons injected from a given
pulsar, we adopt a function proportional to the spin-down power (the rate at which the
pulsar loses rotational kinetic energy through magnetic dipole braking) [45]:
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where B is the strength of the magnetic field at the surface of the neutron star, R is the
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In Eqs. 2.9 and 2.11, we had adopted benchmark values for the neutron star’s magnetic field,
radius and mass, chosen to match Geminga’s observed period and its rate of change.

At energies within the range measured by MILAGRO and HAWC, inverse Compton
scattering yields photons with energies not very far below that of the incident electrons
and positrons, E� ⇠ Ee. Adopting this approximation, the angular profile of gamma rays
generated through Inverse Compton scattering is given by:
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To solve Eq. 2.2, we calculate the distribution of the electrons and positrons that were
emitted a time t ago, and then sum the contributions produced over di↵erent periods of
time. Considering an injected spectrum of the form Q(Ee, t) = �(t)Q
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coe�cient. Note that for Eebt > 1, there are no electrons/positrons of energy Ee and the
contribution to dne/dEe is set to zero.

To account for the time profile of the electrons and positrons injected from a given
pulsar, we adopt a function proportional to the spin-down power (the rate at which the
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In Eqs. 2.9 and 2.11, we had adopted benchmark values for the neutron star’s magnetic field,
radius and mass, chosen to match Geminga’s observed period and its rate of change.

At energies within the range measured by MILAGRO and HAWC, inverse Compton
scattering yields photons with energies not very far below that of the incident electrons
and positrons, E� ⇠ Ee. Adopting this approximation, the angular profile of gamma rays
generated through Inverse Compton scattering is given by:
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Figure 1. The angular distribution of the flux of inverse Compton emission (per solid angle) from 35
TeV electrons (corresponding to photons in the approximate energy range measured by Milagro and
HAWC) from the Geminga pulsar. Here, we have adopted di↵usion and energy loss parameters which
correspond to the conditions found in the ISM, D

0

= 2 ⇥ 1028 cm2/s, � = 0.4, and b = 1.8 ⇥ 10�16

GeV/s, and spectral parameters as given by ↵ = 1.5, Ec = 100 TeV. The solid black line represents
the angular profile predicted assuming an isotropic radiation distribution, whereas the dashed blue
line (visible in the upper left corner) also includes a contribution from a population of radiation which
is distributed according to an r�2 profile, normalized to the total spin-down power of Geminga. In
either case, the predicted profile is dramatically broader than the ⇠2� extension reported by both
Milagro and HAWC.

where  is the angle observed away from the pulsar, and r2 = l2 + d2 � 2ld cos , where
d is the distance between the pulsar and the observer. If we adopt a uniform distribution
of radiation in the vicinity of the pulsar, this reduces to a profile of the form ��( ) /
exp[�d2 sin2  /4L2

dif

(Ee, t)]. Observations of Geminga by both Miligro and HAWC indicate
that the very high energy gamma-ray emission from this source is extended over a region of
a few degrees across the sky. This in turn requires a di↵usion length given by L

dif

(Ee) '
(250 pc) sin(0.5 ⇥ 2.6�)/2(ln(2))1/2 ' 2.6 pc. In contrast, adopting parameters appropriate
for the ISM (D
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' 2 ⇥ 1028 cm2/s, � ' 0.4, b = 1.8 ⇥ 10�16 GeV/s), we find
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Assuming conditions for cosmic ray transport that are similar to those found in the ISM,
this calculation shows that we should have expected the Inverse Compton emission observed
at very high-energies to be extended over a scale of ⇠ 60�, dramatically more than the ⇠ 2�

extension reported by both Milagro and HAWC (see Fig. 1).
To resolve this puzzle, one might be tempted to consider the possibility that the pulsar

is surrounded by a dense radiation field, which intensifies the resulting inverse Compton
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Cosmic Ray Positrons From Pulsars
§ From these considerations, there are two known pulsars which stand out 

as the strongest potential sources of ~100 GeV cosmic-ray positrons:

Geminga, age~370,000 yrs, distance~250 pc
B0656+14 (ie. monogem), age~110,000 yrs, distance~280 pc

§ If ~10-20% of the spin-down power 
of these pulsars is transferred
into pairs, they could plausibly 
dominate the observed positron 
spectrum
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FIG. 8: The same as in Fig. 7, but for a broken power-law spectrum of electrons injected from cosmic ray sources (dN
e
−/dE

e
− ∝

E−2.65
e

below 100 GeV and dN
e
−/dE

e
− ∝ E−2.3

e
above 100 GeV), and for slightly different pulsar spectral indices (α =1.6 and

1.5 in the upper and lower frames, respectively). With this cosmic ray background, the pulsar models shown can simultaneously
accommodate the measurements of the cosmic ray positron fraction and the overall leptonic spectrum giving a χ2/d.o.f. fit to
the AMS data of 0.85(top), 0.88(botom) and 0.37(top) 0.37(bottom) to the Fermi data. By comparing to the results of Fig.. 7
the presence of a break at ≃ 100 GeV is preferred from both individual data sets and from their combination.
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VHE Gamma-Ray Observations of Geminga
§ Milagro detected VHE emission from  

Geminga and reported the “definitive 
detection of extended emission” from 
this source, with a full-width-half-max 
of 2.6    degrees

§ Very recently, the HAWC Collaboration 
confirmed Milagro’s detection of 
Geminga, and its spatial extension, 
finding a radius of ~2°

§ Furthermore, HAWC also reports ~2°
extended emission from the pulsar 
B0656+14 (2HWC J0700+143), not 
detected by Milagro (or by Fermi)

HAWC Collaboration, arXiv:1702.02992
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What Produces These Gamma Rays?
§ The spatial extension of this emission 

indicates that the observed gamma 
rays do not originate from the pulsar 
itself, but from a surrounding region 
several parsecs in extent

§ The only diffuse emission mechanisms 
that can produce such high-energy 
photons are inverse Compton 
scattering and pion production

§ A pion production origin would require 
an implausibly large quantity of ~102

TeV protons (>1046 erg), which would 
have to somehow be confined to the 
region for >105 years

§ In light of these considerations,   
inverse Compton scattering is almost 
certainly responsible for this emission

Dan Hooper – Nearby Pulsars and the Positron Excess

HAWC Collaboration, arXiv:1702.02992



HAWC Measurements Are Essential To Solving The 
Mystery Of The Positron Excess

§ When a very high energy electron is injected into this environment, it 
emits the majority of its energy as Inverse Compton emission (along with 
a similar, but likely smaller quantity as synchrotron)

§ The results of HAWC (and Milagro) thus provide us with a direct 
measurement of the energy that Geminga and B0656+14 are currently 
injecting into very high-energy e+e- pairs (as well as information pertaining 
to the spectral shape of these pairs)

Main Idea: The spatial extension of Geminga and B0656+14 allow us 
to measure the critically important (and until now highly uncertain)
fraction of these pulsars’ spindown power that goes into the 
production of energetic e+e- pairs 

DH, I. Cholis, T. Linden, K. Feng, arXiv:1702.08436
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Implications of HAWC and Milagro for the Positron Excess
§ For a given spectrum of injected pairs, we calculate the resulting ICS 

spectrum (including all Klein-Nishina corrections), and use this to    
constrain the normalization, spectral index (α), and energy cutoff (Ec) of 
the injected spectrum of e+e- pairs

§ The VHE gamma-ray fluxes are best fit by α~1.5-2.0 and Ec~35-70 TeV
§ In these best-fit models, between 7-29% of Geminga’s current spindown

power goes into e+e- pairs – similar to that required to generate the 
positron excess! 

DH, I. Cholis, T. Linden, K. Feng, arXiv:1702.08436
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Figure 3. The gamma-ray spectrum from the region surrounding Geminga, compared to measure-
ments by HAWC and Milagro (shown at 7 and 35 TeV, respectively). In the left (right) frame, we
adopt a spectrum of injected electrons with an index of ↵ = 1.5 (1.9), and have in each case selected a
value of Ec that provides the best-fit to the combination of these two measurements. The blue-dashed
(solid green) curves correspond to a case with weak convection, vc = 55.4 km/s ⇥ (r

region

/10 pc)
(strong convection, vc = 554 km/s ⇥ (r

region

/10 pc)). As discussed in the text, the case of weak
convection is disfavored by the spectral index reported by the HAWC Collaboration.
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The Role Of Convection
§ The angular extension of the emission observed by HAWC indicates that 

diffusion is inefficient for VHE electrons/positrons in the parsecs 
surrounding these pulsars

§ Lower energy leptons cool more slowly, and are likely to escape this 
region, perhaps via convection or through energy-independent diffusion

§ We remain agnostic about how exactly this occurs, and simply 
parameterize the combination of these effects by a convection velocity

§ This quantity impacts the shape of the 
gamma-ray spectrum, and when we 
take into account the spectral slope 
reported by HAWC (-2.23±0.08), we find 
that a sizable convection velocity is 
required, vc~100-500 km/s

§ In these plots, “high convection” refers 
to vc~230 km/s × (rregion/5 pc) – focus your 
attention on these curves 

DH, I. Cholis, T. Linden, K. Feng, arXiv:1702.08436
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Figure 3. The gamma-ray spectrum from the region surrounding Geminga, compared to measure-
ments by HAWC and Milagro (shown at 7 and 35 TeV, respectively). In the left (right) frame, we
adopt a spectrum of injected electrons with an index of ↵ = 1.5 (1.9), and have in each case selected a
value of Ec that provides the best-fit to the combination of these two measurements. The blue-dashed
(solid green) curves correspond to a case with weak convection, vc = 55.4 km/s ⇥ (r
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In Fig. 3, we plot the gamma-ray spectrum from the region surrounding Geminga,
compared to the measurements by HAWC and Milagro (at 7 and 35 TeV, respectively). In
performing this calculation, we utilized the full di↵erential cross section for inverse Compton
scattering [44]. In the left (right) frame, we have adopted a spectrum of injected electrons
with an index of ↵ = 1.5 (1.9), and in each case selected a value of Ec that provides the best-
fit to the combination of these two measurements. We have also allowed for the possibility
that convective winds play a role in cosmic-ray transport [7], moving particles away from
the pulsar at a velocity given by either vc = 55.4 km/s ⇥ (r

region

/10 pc) (blue dashed) or
vc = 554 km/s ⇥ (r
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/10 pc) (green solid). In these four cases, the best-fits were found for
Ec = 44 TeV (↵ = 1.5, low convection), Ec = 35 TeV (↵ = 1.5, high convection), Ec = 67
TeV (↵ = 1.9, low convection), and Ec = 49 TeV (↵ = 1.9, high convection). In each case,
convection dominates over di↵usion in transporting cosmic rays out of the region surrounding
the pulsar.

In addition to their flux measurement, the HAWC Collaboration has also reported a
value of �2.23 ± 0.08 for Geminga’s spectral slope at 7 TeV. Among the models shown
in Fig 3, those with a low convection velocity (vc = 55.4 km/s ⇥ (r

region

/10 pc)) predict
spectral slopes at 7 TeV of �2.47 (↵ = 1.5) or �2.59 (↵ = 1.9). Such values are highly
inconsistent with that reported by HAWC. In contrast, for those models with a higher degree
of convection (vc = 554 km/s ⇥ (r

region

/10 pc)), we instead predict a spectral slope of �2.23
(↵ = 1.5) or �2.32 (↵ = 1.9), in excellent agreement with HAWC’s measurement. This
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Figure 5. The cosmic-ray positron spectrum as measured by AMS-02, compared to the predictions
from standard secondary production in the ISM (solid black) and including a contribution from the
Geminga pulsar. In each case, we have chosen the normalization and spectral shape to match that
of the very high-energy gamma-ray emission measured by HAWC and Milagro (see Fig. 3). In the
left (right) frame, we adopt a spectrum of injected electrons with an index of ↵ = 1.5 (1.9), and have
in each case selected a value of Ec that provides the best-fit to the combination of the HAWC and
Milagro measurements. The solid green curves correspond to a case with strong convection (vc = 554
km/s ⇥ (r

region

/10 pc)). For comparison, we also show as blue-dashed curves the result with weak
convection (vc = 55.4 km/s ⇥ (r

region

/10 pc)), although this case is disfavored by the spectral index
reported by the HAWC Collaboration.

In Fig. 5, we plot the cosmic-ray positron fraction as measured by AMS-02, compared to
the predictions from the Geminga pulsar, using the same choices of parameters as adopted in
Fig. 3. In each frame, the solid black curve denotes the contribution from standard secondary
production in the ISM, while the other curves include both this contribution and that from
Geminga. We remind the reader that those models with only weak convection (dotted blue
curves) do not lead to a spectral index compatible with the measurement of HAWC, and
thus should be viewed as a poor fit to the data.

The positron fraction presented in Fig. 5 includes a distinctive feature at 400-500 GeV,
which is a result of energy losses. More specifically, a positron with an infinite energy will
be reduced over a time t to an energy of Ee = (bt)�1, which for t =370,000 years (the age of
Geminga) yields a final energy of 476 GeV. Any positrons from Geminga above this energy
were injected at later times and thus have not cooled to the same extent.

The main lesson from the results shown in Fig. 5 is that when the spectral shape and
overall normalization of Geminga are fixed to reproduce the results of HAWC and Milagro,
this pulsar is found to generate a non-negligible portion of the observed positron fraction.
That being said, the overall size of this contribution to the cosmic-ray positron flux can vary
by a factor of order unity depending on the precise values of the convection velocity, vc, and
spindown timescale, ⌧ (see Eq. 2.11) that are adopted. The impact of the convection velocity
is clearly evident in Fig. 5. The resulting positron flux scales approximately as ⌧�1 (we have
adopted a value of ⌧ = 9.1⇥ 103 years). Furthermore, the time profile of a pulsar’s emission
could plausibly depart to some extent from that predicted from standard magnetic dipole
braking [45], potentially altering the normalization of the positron flux predicted here, as
well as the inferred age of the pulsar.

Finally, in Fig. 6, we plot the contributions to the positron fraction from the Geminga
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Implications of HAWC and Milagro for the Positron Excess
§ We can now use this information to calculate the contribution from 

Geminga to the local positron flux
§ Across the range of models that provide a good fit to the HAWC and 

Milagro data, Geminga contributes non-negligibly to the observed excess

DH, I. Cholis, T. Linden, K. Feng, arXiv:1702.08436
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/10 pc)). As discussed in the text, the case of weak
convection is disfavored by the spectral index reported by the HAWC Collaboration.
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Main Uncertainties
ICS vs Synchrotron

§ The fraction of energy in e+e- pairs goes into synchrotron rather than ICS is 
an uncertainty in our calculations (we adopted what we think are reasonable 
parameters: B=3 μG, ρstar=0.60 eV/cm3,  ρIR=0.60 eV/cm3, and ρUV=0.10 eV/cm3)

§ Over a reasonable range of these parameters, we could plausibly change 
the net result by up to a factor of roughly ~2 (either way)

The Time Profile of Geminga’s Emission
§ HAWC and Milagro measure the energy in ICS today, and thus are 

sensitive to the pairs that were injected over the past ~104 years
§ In contrast, the positrons reaching the Solar System today were injected 

much longer ago, when the pulsar was young (~105 years ago)
§ In our calculation, we adopt the standard magnetic dipole braking model 

with a spindown timescale of 104 years
§ By varying our choice of this parameter, we could plausibly change the net 

result by an order one factor
DH, I. Cholis, T. Linden, K. Feng, arXiv:1702.08436
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Positrons From Geminga, B0656+14,      
and Other, More Distant Pulsars

§ We have the most information about Geminga, and there is still an order 
one uncertainty as to its contribution to the local positron flux

§ Larger uncertainties apply to B0656+14 and other pulsars 
§ That being said, can make a reasonable estimate for the total contribution

DH, I. Cholis, T. Linden, K. Feng, arXiv:1702.08436
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Positrons From Geminga, B0656+14,      
and Other, More Distant Pulsars

§ We have the most information about Geminga, and there is still an order 
one uncertainty as to its contribution to the local positron flux

§ Larger uncertainties apply to B0656+14 and other pulsars 
§ That being said, can make a reasonable estimate for the total contribution
§ In this figure, we have assumed that all pulsars inject e+e- pairs with the 

same efficiency and spectrum as 
Geminga, and adopted τ~4.3×103 years 
and a birth rate of 2 new pulsars per 
century throughout the Milky Way 
(adopting the Lorimer et al. spatial 
distribution)

§ These assumptions might not be 
precisely correct, but this shows that 
pulsars very plausibly generate 
the entire excess, and very likely 
provide the dominant contribution 

DH, I. Cholis, T. Linden, K. Feng, arXiv:1702.08436
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Figure 6. As in Fig. 5, but showing contributions from Geminga, B0656+14, and from all pulsars
more than 0.5 kpc from the Solar System. For each source, we adopted ↵ = 1.9, Ec = 49 TeV, vc =554
km/s ⇥ (r

region

/10 pc), and normalized their contributions with ⌧ = 4.3⇥ 103 years, adopting a total
birth rate of two pulsars per century in the Milky Way. While we expect many of these parameters to
vary from pulsar-to-pulsar, making a detailed prediction of this kind di�cult and possibly unreliable,
this calculation provides significant support for the conclusion that a sizable fraction of the observed
positron excess originates from pulsars.

and B0656+14 pulsars, as well as the average contribution from those pulsars located more
than 500 parsecs away from the Solar System. For each source, we have adopted ↵ = 1.9,
Ec = 49 TeV, vc =554 km/s ⇥ (r

region

/10 pc), and normalized their contributions with ⌧ =
4.3⇥103 years, and adopting a total birth rate of two pulsars per century in the Milky Way.1

For other details regarding the calculation of the contribution from distant pulsars, we direct
the reader to Ref. [6]. In reality, we expect many of these parameters to vary from pulsar-
to-pulsar, making a detailed prediction of this kind di�cult and possibly unreliable. That
being said, this exercise clearly demonstrates that in light of the measurements by HAWC
and Milagro, it appears very likely that a sizable fraction of the observed positron excess
originates from this class of sources. In addition, we note that it was recently shown that
the stochastic acceleration of cosmic-ray secondaries in supernova remnants is also likely to
contribute to the local positron flux [32].

4 Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we have made use of measurements by the very high-energy gamma-ray tele-
scopes HAWC and Milagro to better understand and constrain the injection of high energy
electrons and positrons from the nearby pulsars Geminga and B0656+14. The angular ex-
tension of the >⇠ TeV gamma-ray emission observed from these pulsars indicates that very
high-energy leptons are e↵ectively trapped within the surrounding several parsecs around
these sources. Furthermore, their very high-energy gamma-ray spectra indicate that lower

1We produce nearly identical results if we instead adopt our default value for ⌧ ' 9.1⇥103 and a somewhat
higher value for the convection velocity, vc '1160 km/s ⇥ (r

region

/10 pc).
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A Note On Positron Spectral Features
§ A great deal is often made about “edges” and other spectral features that 

might appear in the positron spectrum; such features are sometimes 
called a “smoking gun” for dark matter annihilation or decay

§ In fact, a nearby pulsar could very plausibly generate an edge-like 
feature, at an energy of E~1/btage (which for Geminga is at ~350-700 GeV)

Dan Hooper – Nearby Pulsars and the Positron Excess
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Figure 5. The cosmic-ray positron spectrum as measured by AMS-02, compared to the predictions
from standard secondary production in the ISM (solid black) and including a contribution from the
Geminga pulsar. In each case, we have chosen the normalization and spectral shape to match that
of the very high-energy gamma-ray emission measured by HAWC and Milagro (see Fig. 3). In the
left (right) frame, we adopt a spectrum of injected electrons with an index of ↵ = 1.5 (1.9), and have
in each case selected a value of Ec that provides the best-fit to the combination of the HAWC and
Milagro measurements. The solid green curves correspond to a case with strong convection (vc = 554
km/s ⇥ (r

region

/10 pc)). For comparison, we also show as blue-dashed curves the result with weak
convection (vc = 55.4 km/s ⇥ (r

region

/10 pc)), although this case is disfavored by the spectral index
reported by the HAWC Collaboration.

In Fig. 5, we plot the cosmic-ray positron fraction as measured by AMS-02, compared to
the predictions from the Geminga pulsar, using the same choices of parameters as adopted in
Fig. 3. In each frame, the solid black curve denotes the contribution from standard secondary
production in the ISM, while the other curves include both this contribution and that from
Geminga. We remind the reader that those models with only weak convection (dotted blue
curves) do not lead to a spectral index compatible with the measurement of HAWC, and
thus should be viewed as a poor fit to the data.

The positron fraction presented in Fig. 5 includes a distinctive feature at 400-500 GeV,
which is a result of energy losses. More specifically, a positron with an infinite energy will
be reduced over a time t to an energy of Ee = (bt)�1, which for t =370,000 years (the age of
Geminga) yields a final energy of 476 GeV. Any positrons from Geminga above this energy
were injected at later times and thus have not cooled to the same extent.

The main lesson from the results shown in Fig. 5 is that when the spectral shape and
overall normalization of Geminga are fixed to reproduce the results of HAWC and Milagro,
this pulsar is found to generate a non-negligible portion of the observed positron fraction.
That being said, the overall size of this contribution to the cosmic-ray positron flux can vary
by a factor of order unity depending on the precise values of the convection velocity, vc, and
spindown timescale, ⌧ (see Eq. 2.11) that are adopted. The impact of the convection velocity
is clearly evident in Fig. 5. The resulting positron flux scales approximately as ⌧�1 (we have
adopted a value of ⌧ = 9.1⇥ 103 years). Furthermore, the time profile of a pulsar’s emission
could plausibly depart to some extent from that predicted from standard magnetic dipole
braking [45], potentially altering the normalization of the positron flux predicted here, as
well as the inferred age of the pulsar.

Finally, in Fig. 6, we plot the contributions to the positron fraction from the Geminga
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Summary
§ Recent observations of Geminga and B0656+14 by HAWC provide a 

determination of the flux of very high-energy e+e- pairs that is currently 
being injected by these pulsars; equivalent to ~7-29% of the total current 
spindown power

§ The is a critical quantity, and was previously almost entirely unknown
§ This new information indicates that pulsars generate an order one 

fraction of the positron excess, and are very likely to be responsible for 
the majority (or entirety) of this signal

§ There is still room in the uncertainties for other contributions to the 
positron flux (i.e. dark matter or secondary acceleration), but it is now 
reasonably clear that pulsars are the main source of the observed 
positron excess 
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Personally, I think this is a very exciting result
… regardless of what Science Magazine has                                                  
to say about it;)
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Annihilating Dark Matter and the Positron Excess
§ In light of the detailed measurements of the positron fraction from AMS 

(and of the electron+positron spectrum from Fermi and HESS), few dark 
matter models can accommodate the data

§ Dark matter models that can accommodate the data generally consist of a 
~1-3 TeV particle that annihilates to unstable intermediate states, which 
then decay to electrons, muons and/or charged pions

§ Large annihilation cross sections are also required (~10-24 to 3x10-23 cm3/s), 
making constraints from Fermi difficult to evade

Cholis, DH, PRD, arXiv:1304.1840
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FIG. 6: The same as in Figs. 1, 2, 4 and 5 but for a diffusion zone half-width of L = 8 kpc, and for broken power-law spectrum
of electrons injected from cosmic ray sources (dN

e
−/dE

e
− ∝ E−2.65

e
below 85 GeV and dN

e
−/dE

e
− ∝ E−2.3

e
above 85 GeV).

The cross sections are the same as given in the caption of Fig. 5. With this cosmic ray background, we show the dark matter
models compared to the measurements of the cosmic ray positron fraction and the overall leptonic spectrum. Even with the
presence of a break, there is a preference towards models with softer injection e± spectra; with the 1.6 TeV to e±, µ±, π± case
providing the best χ2/d.o.f. fit to the AMS (Fermi) lepton data of 0.82(0.51). The 2.5 TeV to 2µ+ 2µ−, gives a χ2/d.o.f. fit
of 1.32(1.07) and the 3.0 TeV to 2π+ 2π− a fit of 1.00(1.03). We remind that in the Fermi error-bars we do not include an
overall shift from the energy resolution uncertainty.

(1.1×105 years), although somewhat more distant (290
parsecs), and more slowly rotating (P = 390 ms). These
parameters, combined with their measurements of Ṗ , im-
ply that Geminga and B0656+14 have each lost approx-
imately 3 × 1049 erg and 1 × 1049 erg of rotational en-
ergy since their births, respectively. If 4-5% of this en-
ergy went into the production and acceleration of ener-
getic e+e− pairs, then these pulsars could be responsi-
ble for the observed rise in the cosmic ray positron frac-
tion [22, 23]. If we combine these two sources with the
somewhat smaller contribution expected from the sum
of all more distant pulsars [22], we estimate that if 3-
4% of the total energy from pulsars goes into energetic
pairs, this would be sufficient to account for the observed
positrons.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have revisited both annihilating dark
matter and pulsars as possible sources of the rising cos-
mic ray positron fraction. Using the newly published,
high precision data from AMS, we have considered a wide
range of dark matter models and cosmic ray propagation
models. We find that models in which the dark mat-
ter annihilates directly to leptons (e+e− or µ+µ−) are
no longer capable of producing the observed rise in the
positron fraction. Models in which the dark matter an-
nihilates into light intermediate states which then decay
into combinations of muons and charged pions, however,
can accommodate the new data (see Fig. 6). In those
dark matter models still capable of generating the ob-
served positron excess, the dark matter’s mass and anni-

hilation cross section fall in the range of ∼1.5-3 TeV and
⟨σv⟩ ∼ (6− 23)× 10−24 cm3/s.
We have also considered pulsars as a possible source

of the observed positrons. In particular, we find that for
reasonable choices of spectral parameters and spatial dis-
tributions, the sum of all pulsars in the Milky Way could
account for the observed positrons (see Fig. 8) if, on av-
erage, 10-20% of their total energy goes into the produc-
tion and acceleration of electron-positron pairs (assuming
a birth rate of one per century throughout the Galaxy,
each with an average total energy of 1049). It may also be
the case that a small number of nearby and young pulsars
(most notably Geminga and B0656+14) could dominate
the local cosmic ray positron flux at energies above sev-
eral tens of GeV. Taking into account these two excep-
tional sources, we estimate that if 3-4% of the total en-
ergy from pulsars goes into energetic pairs, these objects
could be responsible for the observed positron fraction.
Currently, we cannot yet discriminate between dark

matter and pulsars as the source of the observed positron
excess. We are hopeful, however, that future data from
AMS may change this situation. In addition to contin-
uing to improve the precision of their measurement of
the positron fraction and extending this measurement to
higher energies, AMS will also measure with unprece-
dented precision a number of secondary-to-primary ratios
of cosmic ray nuclei species, which can be used to con-
strain many aspects of the underlying cosmic rays propa-
gation model. Of particular importance is the 10Be/9Be
ratio, for which existing measurements are limited to en-
ergies below 2 GeV (kinetic energy per nucleon), and with
large errors (for a compilation of such measurements, see
Tables I and II of Ref. [63]). In contrast, AMS is ex-
pected to measure this ratio with much greater precision,
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The Acceleration of Secondary Positrons in 
Supernova Remnants

§ Supernova remnants could generate  
secondary positrons and then accelerate    
them before they escape into the ISM

§ If secondary positrons are accelerated in 
supernova remnants, then secondary 
antiprotons and boron nuclei should be 
accelerated as  well

§ Measurements of the boron-to-carbon (B/C) 
and antiproton-to-proton ratios from AMS 
indicate that secondary acceleration               
cannot account for the entirety of the 
positron excess, but may contribute         
non-negligibly

P. Blasi, PRL, arXiv:0903.2794; Mertsch, Sarkar, PRL, arXiv:0905.3152;
Cholis, DH, PRD, arXiv:1312.2952; Cholis, DH, Linden, arXiv:1701.04406
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FIG. 2. The impact of stochastically accelerated secondaries
on the p̄/p spectrum. Accounting for all uncertainties, the
best-fit spectra with (without) accelerated secondaries are
shown by the solid (dotted) lines. Allowing for accelerated
secondaries improves the fit to the p̄/p spectrum significantly.
For the combined p̄/p spectrum, the best fit and 95% con-
fidence intervals are shown as dark and light purple bands,
respectively.

FIG. 3. The impact of stochastically accelerated secondaries
on the positron fraction, as measured by AMS-02, for the
same range of K

B

that is required to explain the rising p̄/p
ratio (as shown in Fig. 2). The measured p̄/p spectrum im-
plies that positrons produced and accelerated in supernova
remnants are likely to account for a significant fraction of the
observed positron excess.

ondaries on the cosmic-ray positron fraction, showing
the result as predicted without the acceleration of sec-
ondaries (red band) and including accelerated secondary
positrons, over the same range of KB as shown in Fig. 2

(purple bands). We do not include any contributions
from primary positron sources, such as annihilating dark
matter or pulsars. The shaded bands account for the
combined uncertainties associated with the cosmic-ray
propagation model and solar modulation parameters, as
well as the local e± energy loss rate. For the range of KB

values that are required to explain the rising p̄/p ratio as
measured by AMS-02, we predict that accelerated sec-
ondary positrons will also account for a significant frac-
tion of the observed positron excess.

Although we have treated KB as a simple parameter in
this study, this quantity may more generally be expected
to vary with rigidity. More specifically, cosmic ray diffu-
sion results from particles scattering with random mag-
netohydrodynamic waves and discontinuities, and thus
depends on the spectrum of underlying magnetic pertur-
bations. As such scattering is only efficient for perturba-
tions on length scales comparable to the Larmor radius
of a given particle, the spectrum of magnetic perturba-
tions found in the environments of SNRs will determine
the rigidity dependence of KB .

In this letter, we have used the cosmic-ray p̄/p spec-
trum, as recently presented by the AMS-02 Collabora-
tion, to test scenarios in which cosmic-ray secondaries
are produced and accelerated within individual super-
nova remnants. The p̄/p spectrum exhibits a clear rise
at energies above 100 GeV, and we find that this fea-
ture cannot be accounted for by conventional cosmic-ray
sources, even after taking into account the uncertainties
pertaining to the injection and propagation of cosmic
rays through the ISM, the antiproton production cross
section, and the effects of solar modulation. Instead, we
find that the observed rise is consistent with a contri-
bution of antiprotons that are produced as secondaries
and then further accelerated in supernova remnants. We
quantify the range of parameters that can account for
this observation, and note that for these choices of pa-
rameters, the acceleration of secondary positrons should
be expected to contribute substantially to the cosmic-
ray positron flux, potentially accounting for a significant
fraction of the observed positron excess.
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FIG. 2: The cosmic ray boron-to-carbon ratio predicted for various parameter choices. In each frame, the black dotted curves
represent the prediction without any contribution from the acceleration of secondary CRs in SNR shocks. In the the left frames,
this is calculated according to Eq. 8 with q−i = 0, whereas in the right frames we have used GALPROP (see text for details).
The other curves include contributions from accelerated secondaries. In the upper frames, we consider different values of KB ,
and set n−

gas = 2 cm−3. In the lower frames, we set KB = 40 and vary the value of n−
gas. In all frames, we set B = 1 µG, v− =

0.5×10
8 cm s−1 and r = 4. In each frame, the solid blue, dashed green, and dashed-dotted brown curves represent parameter

choices that are incompatible with the measured boron-to-carbon spectrum at the 95%, 99%, and 99.9% confidence levels,
respectively (using the combination of data from AMS and PAMELA; HEAO 3 data is shown only for comparison). We also
include in each frame the prediction for an even more extreme parameter value (KB = 40, n−

gas =2.0 cm−3) for comparison
with Ref.[26].

measurements from the High Energy Astrophysics Ob-
servatory (HEAO) [50], the Cosmic-Ray Energetics and
Mass experiment (CREAM) [63], the Cosmic Ray Nuclei
experiment (CRN) [64], and the Advanced Composition
Explorer (ACE) [65], values of τesc1 ∼ 20 - 80 Myr had
been favored [25, 26, 58]. In fact, our values for τesc1 and δ
yield a good fit to the data7 up to the highest measured

7 These parameters yield a fit of χ2
tot ≃ 14, over 27 degrees of free-

dom. We use all the boron-to-carbon data points from PAMELA

[48] and AMS [49] with Ek > 2 GeV/n, and allow for a modu-
lation potential in the range of 0.5-1.5 GV, following the force
field approximation [59]. Effects of diffusive acceleration or ad-
vective winds in the interstellar medium impact energies up to ∼

10 GeV/n but are ignored since the acceleration of secondaries
is important only above 50 GeV/n.

energies, without including any additional contribution
from the acceleration of secondary CRs inside of SNRs.
In the right frames, we instead use the publicly available
code GALPROP v54 (see Refs. [54, 55], and references
therein) to calculate the boron-to-carbon ratio (again,
without any contribution from accelerated secondaries).8

8 GALPROP includes up-to-date information pertaining to the lo-
cal interstellar radiation field and the distribution of gas in the
Galaxy. It also makes different assumptions regarding the inelas-
tic cross sections (see the discussion on antiprotons). Codes such
as GALPROP and DRAGON [56] assume a simple diffusion zone
with free escape boundary conditions. Cosmic rays diffuse within
the diffusion zone with a diffusion coefficient D(R)=D0(

R
3GV

)δ

(R is the rigidity of the particle) and escape upon reaching any
boundary of the zone. We take this zone to be a cylinder, ex-
tending a distance L = 4kpc above and below the galactic plane,
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